$26 Billion Bonanza

Get Filthy Rich as the Recovery Begins

In the midst of this CRISIS, a handful of savvy investors are quietly taking positions in an incredible company that is likely to SKYROCKET 207%... 450% or MORE as hurricane Katrina’s recovery efforts begin.

As the southeast begins to claw its way out of the worst natural disaster the U.S. has ever faced, National Storm Management, Inc. IS PREPARED to help citizens rebuild. In fact, National Storm (NLST) has been preparing for potential hurricanes over the last twelve months.

Solid Reputable Company
National Storm Management, Inc. (NLST) is a storm restoration company specializing in exterior repairs from disasters, like the four hurricanes that overwhelmed Florida in 2004. National Storm has over a hundred years of reconstruction management experience with an extremely reputable work force.

The company’s affiliates are recognized by all the major insurance companies such as State Farm, Allstate, Farmers and many others for storm related claims. National Storm is also a member of the National Roofing Contractors Association and the Better Business Bureau. This gives the company a strong competitive edge in gaining disaster related business from insurance companies and private individuals.

Growing and Profitable
The company has been profitable the last four fiscal years (years ending 2001 through 2004). Revenues increased 88% in 2004 to $12.5M. Their strong revenue growth continued this year as revenues increased 142% during the first six months of 2005.

National Storm recently received a $1.0 million funding commitment, half of which has already been received by the company. The company expects the remainder to be received by September 15th. This additional money will enable NLST to fund their aggressive expansion plans and profit from more hurricane reconstruction opportunities.

The company specializes in repairing and replacing roofs, siding and gutters. Because NLST’s offices are spread from Florida to Illinois they are uniquely situated to capitalize on the massive rebuilding that lies ahead.

It is highly likely the reconstruction from Katrina’s devastation will propel the company’s revenue and earnings to record levels over the remainder of this year and well into the future.

"There is only a brief window, perhaps just days—before NLST’s shares blast off as investors begin to identify market opportunities from Katrina’s wrath."
Huge Opportunity
National Storm’s unique focus on disaster recovery, its experienced management, excellent reputation and solid ties to major insurers ideally positions the company for explosive growth now and in the future.

A crisis like this is very unfortunate for those involved, but the damage has been done. Now it’s time to begin rebuilding the damaged homes and commercial buildings that exist all across the southeast U.S. You can be assured National Storm is going to be directly involved, helping America rebuild.

NLST is poised for a massive run up as demand to repair damaged homes and businesses skyrocket. The early damage estimate is a staggering 26 billion dollars. And this is only the first hurricane of the season. The opportunity could be much greater if additional hurricanes strike in the coming months.

Invest in National Storm now, before Wall Street discovers this sparkling gem. Early investors in NLST could make exceptional profits from the certain reconstruction efforts in the months ahead.

REASONS TO INVEST IN NATIONAL STORM TODAY

$26 Billion Opportunity

Exceptional Revenue Growth

Solid Business Relationships

Certain Rebuilding Market

Don’t miss this outstanding opportunity.

Buy National Storm Management - NLST today... up to $4.00 per share.

National Storm Management, Inc.
Symbol - NLST
Target +207% to +450%
BUY up to $4.00 per share
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